
Some mindfulness courses start with a seemingly simple activity: to eat three raisins mindfully, that is, being fully
aware of all your actions. This means paying attention to what you are doing all the while.

You pick up a raisin and you “inspect” it, as if you were seeing a raisin for the first time in your life. You look at it,
notice its colour and wrinkles, you feel its texture with your fingers. You may become aware of thoughts coming up
about raisins or food. There is a very high probability that you will also think whether you like or dislike raisins.

Now you smell your raisin and, being in the moment, that is, fully aware of all your actions, you bring the raisin to
your lips and take it into your mouth. As you do this, you are aware of how your arm moves, how your muscles flex in
order to bring the raisin towards your lips, your mouth.

It is very likely that you will notice you have begun to salivate in anticipation. You will then chew your raisin
slowly, tasting it, and finally, when chewed to a pulp, when you feel that it is time, and being aware of that feeling, you
swallow it.

Then you start all over again with the two remaining raisins.

This is an exercise in mindful eating but it is primarily a wonderful meditative practice of mindfulness, in which
you are aware of all your actions all the time, of living not just for the moment but in the moment.

The first objective of this Special Interest Group is to assist our associates in either beginning or maintaining a
regular mindfulness practice. We hope you will be able to raise your moment to moment awareness.

However, being teachers, we want to pass on to our students what we have learned and know that can be useful to
them, not only as teenagers but in their future life. This means fostering mindfulness practice in the classroom but
also using the mindfulness activities you share with your students to enhance and add to their English language
proficiency.

So, the second objective of this SIG is to show you ways of going beyond mindfulness to that place where the
English language lies, awaiting to be eagerly learned.

Hence the name of the SIG: Mindful EFL. May more mindful EFL teachers help bring up more mindful,
focused, emotionally savvy students and, in the process, broaden and deepen their English language skills.



Over the last decade or so, it has become quite
commonplace to refer to Mindfulness as something
that can provide greater wellbeing to a wide range of
people from all walks of life and all ages. It has also
become a valuable support for teachers of all kinds of
subjects to use in their educational practices, as well as
for sportspeople to improve their skills and even as a
tool for better performance and satisfaction in the
workplace, no matter what line of work we may be
referring to.

But what is Mindfulness?
It is the ability to remain completely present in the

now moment, aware of where we are, what we are
doing and how we are feeling, without getting reactive
or overwhelmed by our surroundings.

One could say, then, that it is a calm state of
awareness, clarity, observation, detachment from
emotional reactions and focus on the here and now.

Therefore we could add that it is a practice that
expands our consciousness towards being able to
discern what serves us best in our daily lives, going
beyond the automatic programming of the masses and
the belief systems and respective habits which have
been developed merely through assimilation.

This, in turn, empowers us by allowing us to claim
responsibility for our lives and be able to fine-tune our
rudder according to our conscious awareness of
ourselves and others.

Why practice Mindfulness?
Through Mindfulness, we become self-aware in a

way that provides us with the capacity to choose how
to act, which way to go and what to implement,
embracing change with arms wide open, as we access
new view-points from our growing flexibility, openness
and intuitive knowingness.

As we become more proficient at listening to our
inner world, we develop the skill to listen more
efficiently to the world around us, allowing us to reach
an unbiased state which gives us a much vaster
perspective and thus helps us find solutions and
mediate conflicts with ease.

So it is not something to do for 10 minutes a day
and then discard, but rather to blend into our everyday
lifestyles as a practical approach for overall balance and
wellbeing.

How to implement Mindfulness?
First and foremost a choice needs to be made,

regarding what we want for ourselves - what we want
to experience in our lives.

Is it stress, anxiety, rush, fear, worry, conflict,
despair, overwhelm and other expressions of survival?

Or is it wisdom, awareness, peace, joy, equanimity,
love, understanding, kindness and other expressions of
livelihood?

Secondly, one needs to be available to dedicate the
necessary time to practice on a daily basis. And though
this can go anywhere from 10 minutes to several hours,
it always implies transferring what was felt and
developed during the practice into our actual
experiences.

The simplest way to start is by either sitting
comfortably or even lying down, belly up, closing your
eyes and just becoming aware of your breath, allowing
it to expand gradually as you watch it flow in and out
of your body. Whilst becoming present to yourself, let
your thoughts float on the surface of your awareness,
as you keep your focus firmly on your breath and bring
it back each time you tend to wander off with a
thought. Do not attempt to fight your thoughts or to
try and quieten them forcefully. As you train your
attention towards your breath, your thoughts will
become less and less intrusive.

There is a lot more to add to this practice, as well as
many more Mindfulness practices that can be



Today’s recommendation goes
to the Insight Timer Free Meditation App, first
launched in 2009 by Christopher Plowman with the
very simple aim of making people happier.

Currently coined as the #1 free app for sleep,
anxiety and stress, Insight Timer is home to over 150k
free guided meditations, 21 million meditators and 14k

implemented. With time, patience and dedication,
much can indeed be achieved towards becoming
proficient at being mindful. Yet, for the purpose of
this short introductory note on Mindfulness, we are
keeping it sweet and simple.

How can Mindfulness help you as a
teacher?
After having started practicing for yourself, and

implementing the result of your practice in your
everyday existence, which of course includes your
experience as a teacher, you will eventually come to a
place where you feel confident enough to start
introducing some basic principles of Mindfulness to
your students, simply because they make sense to you
and have provided you with greater overall wellbeing.
It is a natural sequence that you might feel inclined to
share with your students the things that have helped
you become more balanced, efficient and happy.

This, in turn, will motivate some of your students,
not all, to make changes in the way they perceive

themselves and others as well as their surrounding
environment, improving their lives as well. And for
those who do not feel very keen on these practices,
there will be no harm in accepting their position as
equally valid. After all, Mindfulness is about the
acceptance of a wider spectrum of possibilities,
including the ones we do not agree with or which do
not agree with us.

However, it is the educational value we are aiming
for as teachers. Right? Well there is a wealth of
Mindfulness practices that can fulfil precisely this aim
with the added bonus of creating a more peaceful,
understanding, inspiring, enthusiastic and creative
environment in your classroom and which can be
introduced and implemented with no fuss, integrating
differences with grace and harmony.

This is what we intend to gradually share through
this Mindful EFL Special Interest Group, but first
things first: let’s start with you as a person and then
move on to you as a teacher and of course to your
students as people and learners as well.

meditation teachers worldwide. Here you can find not
only guided meditation tracks, but also music, talks and
courses.

The app is available for free download on Google
Play and App Store.

Website link: https://insighttimer.com/

An analogy on the cultivation of Mindfulness:
https://insighttimer.com/claytonmicallef/guided-
meditations/the-2-farmers-an-analogy-on-the-
cultivation-of-mindfulness

This TED Talk has been seen more than 13 million
times and I would dare to say that the 9 minutes it
takes to watch are worth every moment.

At the very beginning Andy Puddicombe asks the
audience when was the last time they did nothing. And
by this he means absolutely nothing, including no

texting, no emailing, no access to the Internet, no
watching television, no eating or reading. We gather
from what he says that no one in the audience clearly
says yes (“I see a lot of very blank faces.”).

He then goes on to suggest we spend 10 minutes a
day looking after our minds. He shares with the
audience his own experience as a meditation student,
and what he has learned in the process.

His definition of meditation is both simple and
illuminating: “It’s familiarizing ourselves with the
present moment”. Later in his talk he expands on this:
“Most people assume that meditation is all about
stopping thoughts, getting rid of emotions, somehow
controlling the mind, but actually it's quite different
from that. It’s more like stepping back, sort of seeing
the thought clearly, witnessing it coming and going,
emotions coming and going, without judgement, but
with a relaxed, focused mind”.

He says all it takes is 10 minutes a day. I would add
“and the rest of our lives”.

https://insighttimer.com
https://insighttimer.com/claytonmicallef/guided-meditations/the-2-farmers-an-analogy-on-the-cultivation-of-mindfulness
https://www.ted.com/talks/andy_puddicombe_all_it_takes_is_10_mindful_minutes?language=en&subtitle=en


My name is Anne Costello and I am a mindfulness
teacher living in Belfast Northern Ireland. This year
when Belfast hosted the 2022 IATEFL conference I
was asked by the organisers to deliver morning
mindfulness sessions to the participants and this
turned out to be a wonderful experience.

I would like to share with you my experience of
delivering mindfulness courses in the Primary schools
and the learnings I have gained from it..

As a mindfulness teacher I deliver the Paws b
mindfulness programme to children in primary
schools aged 7-11 years and I also am trained to
deliver the 8-week MBSR (Mindfulness Based Stress
Reduction) programme to teachers and classroom
assistants.

What is Paws b?
The Paws b curriculum has been created and

developed by classroom teachers, mindfulness
practitioners and researchers. Paws b is widely
regarded as one of the highest quality curriculum
trainings internationally and is recommended by
CASHEL (Collaborative for Academic, Social and
Emotional Learning).

The words Paws b stand for “pause and be “and
the aim of the programme is to introduce the life skill
of mindfulness to 7-11year old children. It is an
introduction at a very basic level and is an awareness
raising exercise that gives children a taste of
mindfulness with the hope that they will return to it in
later life. The lessons are presented in power - point
format and the animations are very engaging. The
course can be taught as twelve 30–60-minute lessons
or can be grouped into pairs and delivered over six
sessions. I try to relate the lessons to everyday aspects
of school life and encourage the children to “give
mindfulness a go “over the six weeks. The children are
encouraged to use the mindfulness tools they have

Mr McTaggart Principal of St Bernard’s PS in South Belfast and
Anne Costello Mindfulness Paws b teacher with pupils who successfully

completed their six – week Paws b mindfulness training.

In keeping with the Mindfulness In Schools Project
(MISP) guidelines I ran a two hour information evening
for parents and caregivers. The Paws b courses were
very well received and the evaluation feedback from the
parents, children and teachers was very positive. The
school asked if I would do an Introduction to
mindfulness session with the teachers which again was
very positive. After covid 19 funds were made available
by the Department of Education for mental health
support and in 2021—2022, I delivered mindfulness
training to all the classes from p3 - p7. A poster board
with pictures of the children holding their Paws b
certificates and a short description of each session was
placed in the front foyer of the school.

learnt when they experience challenges during their
school day and home life, such as playground issues,
arguments with their brothers or sisters, sports or
stressful times like taking exams or speaking in public.

The Paws b course has six short meditations: Chest
and tummy breathing, Pause and be, The hand
meditation, Feet on floor, Bum on chair meditation and
The petal practice.

My experience of implementing
mindfulness in the classroom.
My first experience of teaching mindfulness is

schools came about when I was approached by the
Vice- Principal of the local primary school. She asked
me to run two six-week Paws b mindfulness courses for
the two p6 classes.

www.annecostellomindfulness.com


Paws b six-week course: the classroom
experience.
I found that most children are happy to take part

in the Paws b mindfulness course as it is a break from
the usual classroom teaching and is not really seen as
“work”! I try to maintain a relaxed atmosphere and a
teacher is always present for the duration of the
course.

Before the course begins I arrange to meet the
teacher so that I can introduce myself and explain
what the course is about. It is ideal when the teacher is
free to participate in the sessions themselves and join
in on the meditations and the conversations. The
pupils see this as an indication that the teacher is
interested and there is a stronger possibility that the
course will be a success. I find that some teachers are
very interested, and some teachers are extremely busy
and find it difficult to find the time to stop what they
are doing and to join in on the mindfulness session.
Having said that they are grateful that the session is
taking place and most teachers will engage to some
extent.

We start each session with a power point
presentation and week one is an introduction to “Our
Amazing Brain”. We end the session with a short
breathing practice. It is important that the students
know that they are not pressurized to take part or
close their eyes while practicing the meditations if this
makes them feel uncomfortable. Also focusing on the
breath can sometimes make children feel anxious or
agitated and other options such as focusing their
attention to their feet, hands or tummy can be
suggested. As regards home practice students are
asked if they would like to give the mindfulness
practice “a go” at home. Parents are sent a recording
of the home practice meditation and a copy of the
student practice home sheet.

During the course the children learn about many
things, including:

• Specific areas of the brain and how these
affect our ability to focus, make good choices,
recognise when we need to steady ourselves when
our body or mind is busy or out of balance.

• Ways that mindfulness can support them in

many day-to-day activities, including concentration

and memory, behavioural self- management, and

in relationships with family and friends.

• Ways to respond rather than react – and

therefore make better choices and take best care of

themselves and others.

By week four I know a lot of the children’s names
and the atmosphere is more relaxed as the children are
used to the routine. Class discussions in small groups
and in pairs is a wonderful way to get the children into
conversation. When working with so many different
children who come from a variety of cultures and
home situations, it is important to know the children
who may be struggling with a recent death in the
family, stress at home, a divorce or are new to the
community. I find it is always good to check in with the
teacher and get a feeling for the classroom dynamics so
that I can be sensitive to the needs of the quieter and
more vulnerable children. I find it is best to keep a
warm and balanced approach and create the ground
rules and boundaries in order to safeguard the learning
environment and the emotional security of all in the
class.

Classroom dynamics: I find the classroom
dynamics fascinating and it helps to have a few ideas as
to how to manage the giddiness that is sometimes
present when it comes to meditating in front of your
peers! If possible, have each child facing forward and
in their own space which will mean that they will have
to turn their chair to face the front of the room and
move slightly away from the child sitting beside them.
This helps them stay calm and cantered in their own
space.

Classroom discussion:
I find in my experience of teaching that some

children will almost certainly fool around a little, go
off the point, fidget, and so on. It may be that some
children will not want to talk and may not see the point
in the class discussions, and others may not always
want to be compliant or be able to keep up. In these
situations, I think it is best to resist pulling them up on
every little thing. It is important to know the cognitive
and affective age group of the children. As is advised
by the paw b curriculum guidelines it is important to
“teach with compassion in one hand and wisdom in
the other”. .

In summary, I have always wanted to help young
children self – regulate their emotions as I believe it
will transform the way they live their lives and
introduce them to new ways of seeing challenges and
dealing with stressful situations. I am delighted to be
able to give children a taste of mindfulness so that they
know about it, have a positive experience and enjoy the
course.



“Mindfulness is the basic human ability to be fully
present, aware of where we are and what we’re doing,

and not overly reactive or overwhelmed by what’s
going on around us.”

About 10 years ago, I dipped my toes into
Mindfulness. It wasn’t intentional. I was at a meeting at
my son’s school and his head teacher was telling us
how lovely the kids were but there was a problem –
they didn’t pay attention. I let out a hearty laugh that
may have come across as rude to the teachers. But it
was actually a very empathetic laugh because I was
experiencing the same problem with my own students
and so were the teachers at my school. I decided to do
research into attention and try to discover ways to help
my son focus his attention as well as my own students.

I read a lot on the topic and decided to explore my
own attention first. What a mess! Have you ever been
in a training session with a room full of teachers and
the trainer trying to get their attention? Let’s be
honest, we’re not much different from our own
students. I realised I had to learn how my own
attention worked if I was going to help my students. I
can guarantee that wasn’t an easy task.

From there, I slowly started to talk to my students
about regulating attention. We worked on body
posture, and I introduced activities that helped them
pay attention to their own attention, and activities that
helped them focus on the here and now. And I was
touting my horn to the world about how exciting it
was that I was doing Mindfulness in class, when in fact
I felt like a fraud. I had done a lot of research on
attention, but Mindfulness was a whole other ball
game.

Fast forward many years later and a tragic event hit
my family. A horrific accident took the life of one my
dearest family members. The impact it had on me was

so devastating that I suffered from a major depression,
PTSD and panic attacks. I sought help from a
psychiatrist and a psychologist – I was on heavy
medication with weekly therapy sessions. My life was a
mess. I couldn’t work or even interact with people. It
got so dark that I couldn’t find a purpose for my life.
In one of those very dark moments, I phoned a friend
who was a professor of psychology. We had a long chat
and she told me about a Mindfulness course that was
starting the next day and she suggested I take it. I
wasn’t too sure because I was already on medication
and had therapy, but the title of the course caught my
attention MindKindful. The word “kind” in the middle
hooked me.

Initially, I was a bit sceptical. I was expecting to
learn all about attention – I already thought I was
genius on the topic – and how to breathe – couldn’t be
that difficult. But the course was so much more than I
had bargained for. In fact, it turned out to be a life-
changing and, I would dare to say, life-saving
experience.

I cannot begin to describe the relief I felt when
Professor José Pinto-Gouveia told us that we couldn’t
control our thoughts. I thought I was the one
completely incapable of controlling my thoughts, but,
in fact, thoughts are something that cannot be
controlled. What we can control is how we react to
them. For the first time in a long time I felt empowered
- learning how to acknowledge my thoughts, accepting
them and choosing the best way to react to them.

I learned about the compassionate self: compassion
toward others, self-compassion and accepting
compassion. And gratitude, which leads to compassion.
Of all, I found self-compassion the most difficult one
to practise. Self-compassion is all about how we relate
to ourselves and how we relate to others. When we
practice self-compassion, it reminds us of the times
when we weren’t compassionate to ourselves or
reminds us of when others aren’t compassionate to us.

To cut a long story short, all of these learnings
made their way into the classroom. I started
introducing mindful activities and practises in my
lessons and talking to my students about feelings,
intrusive thoughts and how to regulate attention. It’s
not enough to practise mindfulness without students
understanding the benefits and for that, it’s important
that mindfulness is a part of the teacher’s life.

Interestingly, I noticed that students were open to
these activities and practises and showed curiosity and
willingness to be a part of them. I had a student once

 https://insighttimer.com/
https://insighttimer.com/claytonmicallef/guided-meditations/the-2-farmers-an-analogy-on-the-cultivation-of-mindfulness


tell me that she suffered from anxiety and since she
started meditating, her stress levels went down. So it’s
wonderful when students are able to transfer to their
lives what they learn in class and it actually has an
impact.

This is still a journey – it will always be a journey –
that has changed my life and my lessons. I hope to
continue growing in the here and now.

“Life is a dance. Mindfulness is witnessing that
dance.” ~ Amit Ray

As the new day dawned, the sun rising over the
misty hills far out on the horizon, the little one knew
there was something special about this day.

Something was stirring in its chest, his heart was
singing a tune of joyful celebration so the little one
knew this could only be something extremely precious.
This something that was about to happen.

Mummy and daddy chirped merrily at the edge of
the nest summoning him to come closer too. His heart
was telling him it was safe so at first hesitantly, gaining
more and more confidence with each step, he inched
towards the edge and dared to look down.

“Oh dear!”, he gasped. It was quite daunting to
realize how high up his home had been all along.

He had not known until now. Apparently he was
ready to know.

Every single day he saw mummy and daddy flying
out, up into the sky and was mesmerised at the beauty
of their flight. It seemed so simple. He himself had
tried to flutter his wings like that a few times, on
occasions when he felt more confident that he too
could fly. But it had been to no avail.

Flutter as he might, he never lifted so much as an
inch from the surface of his comfortable nest.



This is one of the best
introductions I know to
mindfulness. It is full of
wisdom and, concurrently,
of practical advice. The
author, a well-known
Vietnamese Zen Buddhist
monk, was a prolific

writer, a poet, an activist and one of the leading figures
in what has come to be known as engaged Buddhism.
He passed away earlier this year at the age of 95.

The book is organised into four sections. The first
one, which comprises 7 short chapters, aims to give a
very brief overview of what mindfulness is and entails
in our everyday lives. It is in fact a long letter, written
in exile in France, to Brother Quang, a staff member
of the School of Youth for Social Service in South

Whereas there was this permanent knowingness
that he was to be up in the skies some day, there was
also this momentary incapability. A need to patiently
wait for his own perfect moment of readiness.

So this was it. He was being coaxed to the edge
and then invited to jump and trust that he could do
what birds naturally do: fly!

Fear pulled at him from behind, summoning him
back into the safety of what he had experienced so far,
whilst courage pushed him forward to discover what
was making his heart sing so joyfully today.

Despite the push and pull, after some hesitant
moments he decided to listen to the voice of joy and
ignore the one of fear and with one bold leap he was
out of the nest.

“Oh oh oh, I’m going to fall!” At first it was more
like a plunge than a flight. But he desperately fluttered
his little wings and kept his eyes closed so as not to
allow fear to get the better of him, while the ground
below approached at an incredible speed.

Mummy and daddy were right beside him now and
their trust switched his own on full throttle, so there
could only be one way to not fall and that was to
surrender to what was his intrinsic nature and trust it
completely for the love of life.

The love he felt for himself, for his joyful heart, for
his parents, for being here was so strong that he felt
held like never before, as if the very breeze was the
most tangible form of care, caressing his feathers and
supporting his wings in this fundamental moment of
becoming what he had been born to be.

Many moons have now passed since that special day
of complete surrender to the trust into the greatest love
of all. The one that whispers our true nature into every
single cell and infuses us with the knowingness that in
choosing to embrace it we can never lose our way.

The little bird is now a majestic eagle, gliding its
open wings effortlessly across the sky of its existence.
A Master of flow, knowing when to enjoy just staying
still, catching the air currents that best serve his glide,
and also being aware of when to flap his wings and
move at whatever speed is deemed necessary at any
given moment.

He resides in the temple of Now, within his heart,
and thus has no plans for tomorrow. This particular
eagle carries no attachment to memories that do not
serve the peace in his beingness and he can tell you that
nothing gives him more joy than to spread his sparkling
grace across everyone’s sky, just because he can, just
because he Is.

Vietnam in 1974, an organisation which Nhat Hanh
had founded in the 1960s.

The second section is titled Exercises in
Mindfulness and includes many and diverse meditation
practices which he himself had used, from formal
mindfulness practices while sitting to those that apply
the principles of mindfulness to everyday activities such
as making tea.

The third section is a short written memorial by
James Forest, in which he extols Nhat Hanh’s
compassion and recounts some edifying episodes of his
tour of the USA during the Vietnam War.

The last section contains a selection of Buddhist
Sutras, among which the Satipatthana Sutta (The
Foundation of Mindfulness) and the Anapanasati Sutta
(The Discourse on the Mindfulness of Breathing.

Note: If you are after a more secular and scientific
approach to mindfulness, I would recommend Jon
Kabat-Zin’s Mindfulness for Beginners: Reclaiming the
Present Moment and Your Life.



We would like to invite you to visit our recently
created Facebook page, where we will regularly be
adding content around the core theme of Mindfulness
in general, also including the specificity of
Mindfulness in EFL and providing regular guided
Mindfulness/Meditation practice for consistent
incorporation in your everyday life.

Please access a Mindfulness Practice which focuses
on the Breath HERE

For this practice you will need to be in a comfortable
quiet space. Please use ear or headphones. Please
provide yourself with this undisturbed time just for you
by making sure you will not be interrupted. Enjoy!

Please, read these guidelines carefully before
submitting your article to the Mindful EFL Newsletter.

As editors we will endeavour to be as flexible as
possible and may discuss alternatives with
contributors when appropriate. Nevertheless,
contributors are asked to bear these guidelines in mind
when submitting their articles. It may become
necessary to ask you to make changes to comply with
the guidelines.

Articles should preferentially be about 1000 words
long. If you send a longer article, we may ask you to
shorten it before we can publish it.

Please send your article in .docx, .doc format …
Unfortunately, we won’t be able to publish articles
sent in .pdf format.

No special formatting should be used. Only
paragraphs and paragraph headings. (No columns, no
special formatting, not special fonts, no WordArt, etc.)

4. Any images — photos, graphs, drawings and
other artwork — must be high quality resolution and
sent as a separate file (jpg, png) — pictures pasted into
Word lose all resolution and are unusable. Please make
sure that either you hold the necessary rights over the
images you send or that they have been licensed under
a Creative Commons license.

In your article write the name of the image in the
place it should be inserted (use the name of the
separate image file you sent).

Please include a proposed heading (title) and a
subheading, if you wish.

Authors should include a brief bio of 2–4 lines
(50–60 words).

Please send your references / bibliography at the
end of your article, but do not write footnotes.

Articles with practical ideas or discussions are
preferred.

Academic articles will be considered; however, the
writing should take into account a generalist audience.
An overly academic style which makes reading difficult
should be avoided.

Videos and / or PowerPoint presentations may be
submitted as part of the article — they will be
referenced with a hyperlink for readers to access or
download.

Please check all the weblinks submitted are up to
date and work. Articles with “dead links” may not be
accepted.

Please, respect Copyright ©, if you use excerpts of
someone else’s text — permission in writing may need
to be obtained and works properly referenced and
acknowledged.

PHOTOGRAPH — please send a professional
quality headshot photo. Please do not send photos
pasted in word documents. You can use a selfie, but it
needs to be very good quality.

https://youtu.be/fB9E-YdYgmY
https://www.facebook.com/APPIMindfulEFL



